
Abstract

.Most of the work on behavior prediction on the field
of Qualitative Physics has focused on transient be-
havior and responses to perturbations (de Kleer &
Brown 1984 ; Forbus 1984 ; Kuipers 1985 ; Williams
1984) ; very little has been done about behavior of sys-
tems in steady state (Sussman & Steele 1980) . An
understanding of the sinusoidal steady state of electri-
cal circuits is important for several reasons . A large
class of devices and networks, especially those in the
area of power generation, transmission, and distribu-
tion, are designed for sinusoidal steady-state oper-
ation (Fitzgerald 1945 ; Grainger & Stevenson 1994 ;
Gonen 1988) .

This paper presents a framework to reason about lin-
ear electrical circuits in sinusoidal steady state . This
approach constitutes a qualitative version of Phasor
Analysis, so it is called Qualitative Phasor Analysis
(QPA) .

Introduction
One of the main objectives of qualitative physics is to
derive the behavior of a system from a description of
its components and their interrelationships (de Kleer
& Brown 1984; Forbus 1984 ; Kuipers 1985 ; Williams
1984) . Prediction of behavior has been achieved by tra-
ditional physics through numerical approaches . In par-
ticular, in the area of circuit analysis (Kerr 1977) there
exist a number of numerical methods to analyze cir-
cuits of different kinds and under different conditions .
These methods take as input a circuit topology and
exact values for the parameters, perform some com-
putation (mainly based on linear algebra or iterative
methods to solve non-linear or differential equations),
and return exact values for the variables representing
the unknown quantities . In all this process, causality
and explanation is discarded for the sake of precision .

This paper presents a framework for qualitative anal-
ysis of linear electrical circuits in sinusoidal steady
state . We call this approach Qualitative Phasor Anal-
ysis (QPA) . QPA takes as input a description of cir-
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cuit components and their connections, with qualita-
tive values and constraints on the circuit parameters .
Values of the parameters can be intervals, defaulting to
(0, oo) (i .e . all parameters are positive) . Constraints
on parameters can be provided by the user; for in-
stance, in a circuit involving two resistors, the user
can assert (< Rl R2), or Rl = [5,10], etc .
QPA will compute as much information as possible

and return it to the user in the form of new values for
circuit variables and new constraints . The results pro-
vide the user with information about the consequences
of a given constraint in the circuit, A set of constraints
represents a set of predicted behaviors . A primary dif-
ference from circuit simulators is that they require pre-
cise values for all parameters and return precise values
for all of the circuit variables . QPA can produce re-
sults even if we do not provide any information about
the circuit parameters; of course, the more specific the
input is, the more specific the output will be . If all the
parameters are precisely specified, the results of QPA
will be like those of conventional circuit simulators (i .e.
only one behavior is predicted) .
QPA is based on a constraint analysis approach to

qualitative physics . First, it develops a constraint-
based model of a circuit, where the constraints are
derived from general knowledge of circuit theory and
the circuit's topology. Second, it is able to propagate
constraints of different kinds ; we have different sets
of constraints, ranging from confluences, ordering con-
straints, order of magnitude relations, and phase angle
constraints . We extend the previous qualitative ap-
proaches to circuit analysis to deal not only with scalar
magnitudes, but also to include phase angle informa-
tion .

This article explains the basic problems this research
project addresses, identifies some of the important re-
search issues, and discusses implementation and eval-
uation plans . The section QPA, presents an overview
of our main circuit analysis engine, called Qualitative
Phasor Analysis (QPA). The section An Application
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Domain presents a field of application for QPA : Power
Systems Analysis and Design . Section Implementation
and Evaluation gives an overview of the system archi-
tecture and implementation details. Section Related
Work reviews previous work published in the field of
qualitative physics related to this research project. Fi-
nally, the Conclusion discusses the contributions and
limitations of this project, as well as directions for fu-
ture research .

QPA

The electrical engineering community has been very
successful in predicting behavior of linear circuits in
steady state. The main tool they use in circuit anal-
ysis is the phasor . Phasors (Kerr 1977, chapter 5)
are a mathematical transformation that maps sinu-
soids from the time domain to the frequency domain,
allowing us to replace complicated simultaneous differ-
ential equations (Boyce & DiPrima 1969) by algebraic
simultaneous equations in the complex domain . Be-
sides their power to solve linear circuits, phasors can
be expressed in an intuitive graphical form ; as phasor
diagrams . These diagrams allow electrical engineers to
have a better understanding of what happens inside a
circuit and can be used to produce causal explanation
of physical phenomena.

In a circuit excited by a sinusoidal voltage source, of
frequency w, all variables are also sinusoidals oscillat-
ing at the same frequency. Each variable V(t) can be
expressed as the real part of a complex quantity. That
is

V(t)

	

=

	

Re(JVJ(cos (wt + ZV) + j sin (wt + ZV)))

=

	

JVJ cos (wt + ZV)

where V(t) represents a (real) function of time, and
V represents its corresponding phasor in the frequency
domain . If we represent all variables in a circuit by a
phasor, they will rotate at the same angular frequency
as if fastened together . So a phasor diagram can be
seen, at any given moment, as a snapshot of the set
of rotating phasors that represent all the quantities in
the circuit. The solution to the circuit can be obtained
by taking the real part of each phasor (i .e . make all
phasors rotate at the same frequency as the source and
take each phasor's projection over the real axis) . For
example, figure 1 and figure 2 show a series RLC cir-
cuit, excited by a sinusoidal voltage source, and its
phasor diagram, respectively.
A mathematical model of a circuit includes a set

of algebraic relations that constrain its behavior . For
instance, we know that current and voltage are in
phase in a resistor or that the currents of two parallel
branches add to the total current of the combination .
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Figure 1: Series RLC circuit

Vcl

vc ,* VR

Figure 2: Phasor diagram for series RLC
circuit

We can capture this information as a set of qualita-
tive constraints that will enable us to reason about a
circuit's behavior.
To determine the set of algebraic constraints, we rep-

resent the circuit as a structure of parallel/series clus-
ters . We can recursively traverse that clustering struc-
ture, generating constraints for each cluster or compo-
nent we encounter (Liu 1991) . The set of constraints
can be partitioned into subsets of several types: Defi-
nitions (e .g . (DEFINITION(= VR, (* ZR, IR,)))),
Order of Magnitude (e.g . (> IRi Ic) or (»
IR, Ic )), Phase Angle (e.g . (IN-PHASE VR, IR,) or
(VALUE (ANGLE Ic Vc) 90)), and Confluences (e.g .
(CONFLUENCE (+ (a VR)) (- (a ZR)) (- (a IR)))) .
Confluences represent constraints

about change (de Kleer & Brown 1984) . For instance,
for Ohm's law in a resistor VR = ZRIR, we have the
qualitative counterpart aYR - aZR - aIR = 0 (repre-
sented in figure 3 in prefix form and obviating equality
to zero) . This confluence indicates, for example, that
if ZR decreases and VR does not change, IR increase .
To illustrate how the set of constraints for a given

circuit is generated, let us consider the circuit of fig-
ure 3, which shows a circuit's topology as configured
in terms of series parallel clusters . Figure 3 also shows
examples of the kind of constraints QPA will generate
for each component and cluster of the circuit. The re-
sulting constraints constitute what we call the Basic
Set of Constraints (BSOC) . Once a BSOC has been
generated, propagation is used to obtain the transitive
closure of the constraints and their implications . For
instance, from constraints (= Is, IR,) and (= Is, IL)
we can derive (= IR, IL).

If the user has further information about features
of the circuit, these can be expressed as additional
constraints . For instance, the user can tell QPA



(=vsI (' ZSl IS I))
(CONFLUENCE(+( avsl))(-( azsl))(.(a1S1)))

(> VSl VR1)

Constraints

Algebraic
Ordering
Order of Magnitude
Phase Angle
Confluences

Figure 3: An electrical circuit, its configuration, and constraints

that (< ZRZ ZC ); propagation will indicate any im-
plied constraints, such as (< IC IRZ) . The user
can also ask if a certain property holds. For exam-
ple, if the user asks if (ANGLE Ip, Vp,) can be
90 degrees, the system can respond with the follow-
ing answer "No. You told me that (< ZRz ZC),
which implies that (< IC IR.), and therefore
(VALUE (ANGLE Ip, Vp,) (0 45)) ."

Constraint propagation must take place across alge-
braic constraints . For example, for a parallel cluster
like the one on figure 4, we have (= V (* Ia Z.)) and
(= V (* Ib Zb)) . If the user has provided the con-

Figure 4: Two resistors in parallel

straint (< Za Zb), we can then conclude (> Ia Ib) .
An important aspect of constraint propagation is

the interaction between magnitude and phase angle
variables . For simple elements, the phase angle is
precisely defined, but when components of different
kinds are combined, phasor addition may be ambigu-
ous. For instance, consider a resistor in series with a
capacitor, as shown in figure 5 (the phasor diagram

(= VR2 (' ZR21R2))
(CONFLUENCE (+ ( aVR2)) (- ( aZR2))(- ( a IR2)))

(In-Phase VR2IR2)
(VALUE (ANGLE IR2 VR2) 0)

(=VC ('ZC IC))
(CONFLUENCE (+ ( a VC)) (- ( a ZC)) (- ( a IC)

(AHEAD IC VC)
(- (ANGLE IC VC)90)

is also shown in the figure). Depending on the rela-

1

ZR

	

ZC

.
VR + _

VC +

V

Figure 5: A resistor and a capacitor in series

Flores

tion between the magnitudes of VR and VC, the angle
(ANGLE I VC) can have different values . If (> VR V)
then (VALUE (ANGLE I V) (0, 45)) ; if (= VR V)
then (VALUE (ANGLE I V) 45); else if (< VR V)
then (VALUE (ANGLE I V) (45,90)) .
The constraint propagation mechanism of QPA al-

lows us to deal with symbolic, uncertain, or numeric
values for the parameters and variables of the sys-
tem . All values are represented as intervals : numbers
are punctual intervals (e .g . 5 = [5,5]), uncertain val-
ues are intervals with open or closed limits, and sym-
bolic values are translated into intervals as well (e .g .
positive = (0, oo)) . The part of our work that deals
with interval propagation, although developed inde-
pendently, is consistent with the work of (Hyvonen
1989). Furthermore, it integrates value propagation
with order propagation. For instance, given constraints
X = [0,10], Y = [5,15], and (= X Y), we can refine
the values of X and Y to be both equal to [5,10] . This
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feature allows QPA's solutions default to the solutions
of conventional circuit solvers in the case all values are
precisely defined .

Causal (First Order) reasoning is also important
if we want to be able to explain changes in a cir-
cuit's behavior . Confiuences capture the interaction
among different variables in the circuit and how chan-
ges in one variable can produce changes in other vari-
ables . For example, if the user asks "what hap-
pens if R2 increases?" (expressed as the constraint
(VALUE (8 R2) +)), the system replies

"If R2 increases, IR, decreases, which causes IS,'s
magnitude to decrease and IS,'s phase angle to
increase . This decrease in Is, would cause a de-
crease in VR, and VL, and therefore, in VS, and
Vs, (relative to Vp� which is taken as a reference
for this example)" .

The BSOC constitutes a partially constrained model
of the circuit, which corresponds to a set of circuit
behaviors ; the more constrained the circuit model is,
the more reduced the set of possible behaviors is . For
instance, before asserting (< Ic IR,), we can tell
that the phase angle between IS, and Vp, (denoted
by (ANGLE IS, Vp, )) lies in the interval (0, 90) .
After asserting the above constraint, we know that
(VALUE (ANGLE IS, Vp,) (0 45)) . To have a better
idea of what this set of constraints represents, figure 6
shows one phasor diagram, of the many possible, for
the Circuit Model of figure 3 . That phasor diagram
was drawn under the added assumptions (> IR, Ic),
(>

	

VL VR, ), and (>

	

VS, Vp, ) .

Figure 6 : A possible phasor diagram for circuit in
previous figure

After the user provides a number of constraints, it
is more likely that further constraints are rejected as
being inconsistent with the partial solution . At that
point the user can say "OK, give me all possible, fully
constrained models' . . ." . One of the goals of QPA is
to produce all possible, fully constrained models of the

'A fully constrained model contains an order constraint
between every pair of comparable variables of the circuit .
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circuit (i .e . all possible behaviors of the circuit under
the actual set of constraints) . Traversing the circuit's
structure, we determine what variables are interrelated
and produce all relevant constraints, branching on each
possibility. Constraints that produce contradictions,
are pruned and not included in the behavior tree . The
result is a tree like the one shown in figure 7, where the
leaves correspond to sets of constraints representing a
fully constrained model of the circuit .

Figure 7 : Tree containing all fully constrained
models .

QPA handles order of magnitude constraints . Or-
der of magnitude constraints can be used to simplify
a circuit, when appropriate . Returning to the circuit
shown in figure 3, if the user tells the system that
(» Zc ZR,), the system responds that ( IC 0) is
implied . This is interpreted by QPA in the appropri-
ate way ; the current through that branch is negligible,
therefore, the whole branch can be omitted (open cir-
cuited) . The resulting circuit is shown in figure 8 . In

Figure 8 : Model simplification by Order of Mag-
nitude Reasoning

general, if after running propagation it is determined
that a current (voltage) is zero, it can substitute that
element by an open (short) circuit . Opening an ele-
ment or cluster is equivalent to removing it from the
circuit ; short-circuiting is equivalent to removing that
element or cluster and to collapsing both nodes into



one. After these structural modifications, a new model
of the circuit is rebuilt, and propagation on the given
constraints must be recomputed .
A basic form of problem solving made possi-

ble by constraint propagation is diagnosis . Con-
sider the process of measurement interpretation or
diagnosis, based on a QPA representation . Sup-
pose that the observed state of the circuit is the
one shown in figure 9. The observed state, mea-

IR2

Figure 9 : Faulty observed behavior

sured by physical instruments, can be easily trans-
lated to a set of constraints . For instance, from
figure 9 we observe that (= IR, Is,), (< Ic IR, ),
(VALUE (ANGLE Ic VC) (45 90)), etc. The circuit
model constrains the expected behavior, which is to
be compared to the observed behavior . This compari-
son is made following the clustering structure of the
circuit, looking for irregularities in the clusters and
primitive elements . If an inconsistency is found, the
corresponding fault candidate is reported . Note that
even if a cluster's behavior is found consistent, we still
need to diagnose its components, because there might
be a fault in one of its (sub) components that is not
reflected at this level . The algorithm is shown in fig-
ure 10 .

cand-fault(cluster, exp-beh, obs-beh)
if primitive(cluster)

if inconsistent (cluster, exp-beh, obs-beh)
report -fault (cluster, exp-beh, obs-beh)

else
OK

else
if cluster-inconsistent (cluster, exp-beh, obs-beh)
report-cluster-fault (cluster, exp-beh, obs-beh)

else
cand -fault(comp I(cluster), exp-beh, obs-beh)
cand -fault (comp2(cluster), exp-beh, obs-beh)

Figure 10 : Algorithm for candidate faults

Table 1 shows an example of the cand-fault proce-
dnre, applied to the observed behavior of figure 9. In

this example, we start by checking the constraints for
cluster S2 ; while no contradictions are found at this
level, we need to continue verifying the rest of the cir-
cuit, traversing its structure . We continue checking Sl
and Pl , until we find that the phase angle of the cur-
rent and voltage in the capacitor does not correspond
to the model of that element . By the characteristics
of the observation, we conclude that "the capacitor is
leaking" . In other words, it is shorted by a small resis-
tance (see figure 11) .

------------------------------------------------------------- ---------

s2

Figure 11 : Diagnosed fault

Finding a candidate fault is not enough, we need to
make sure that the suggested fault is indeed producing
the faulty behavior . This can be done by modifying the
circuit according to the suggested fault and performing
diagnosis on the modified circuit. If no fault is found,
we can tell the suggested fault is a good candidate and
report it to the user . Figure 12 shows the algorithm
for diagnosis, assuming a single fault exists .

diagnosis (circuit, exp_beh, obs-beh)
fault = cand-fault(circuit, exp-beh, obs-beh)
faulty-circ = insert -fault (circuit, fault)
faulty_beh = QPA(faulty-circ)
if null(cand-fault(faulty-circ, faulty_beh, obs-beh)
report(fault-cand)

else
report(no-solution)

Figure 12 : Algorithm for diagnosis

Typical faults include open-circuit, short-circuit,
and short-circuit with resistance. Under those con-
ditions, the necessary modifications to the original cir-
cuit to produce the faulty circuit are simple . Open- or
short-circuiting a cluster eliminates that cluster and all
its elements, while inserting a fault resistor creates a
new cluster . In either case, some variables disappear or
new ones appear ; to be able to compare the observed
behavior with the expected one, we need to have the
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same set of variables. In the first case, we just set all
disappearing variables (i .e . voltages and currents) to
zero . In the second case, we rename the new cluster,
to have the name of the faulty element, and append
the suffix F to the faulty element, so the comparison
between the two sets of constraints makes sense (see
figure 13) .
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Figure 13 : Renaming elements

Table 1 : Diagnosis procedure

Vp1

To handle multiple faults, the diagnosis procedure
(figure 12) must be modified to try all possible subsets
of the candidate faults . Our approach is similar to that
taken by a technician or engineer in a troubleshooting
task . The circuit's faulty behavior is observed, the cir-
cuit is analyzed, and the expected behavior is obtained .
The behaviors are compared and a set of fault candi-
dates is proposed . The technician then tries replacing
a (possibly) faulty component, and verifies that the
circuit's behavior is now correct . Different subsets of
faulty components are tried, until the circuit is fixed .
Order of magnitude reasoning and diagnosis can be

combined . Such a combination should allow the sys-

tem, for example, to prove that a short-circuit with
resistance, for which the fault resistance is very small
(negligible), is equivalent-to a circuit with a perfect
short (i .e . with zero resistance) .

An Application Domain
Given the basic reasoning abilities this framework
offers, one domain of application suitable for using
QPA is Power Systems Analysis and Control . Power
Systems are modeled by linear circuits (Grainger &
Stevenson 1994 ; Gonen 1988), with lumped, constant
parameters, and are normally operated under sinu-
soidal steady state. These are exactly the kind of cir-
cuits QPA reasons about. By using QPA, we can solve
important problems in the area of power system anal-
ysis . Some of those problems are

Power factor correction . Industrial loads are typi-
cally composed of resistive and inductive elements,
therefore having a lagging power factor . Connecting
a capacitor bank in parallel with the load corrects
its power factor . This problem can be solved using
a set of rules to propose a solution (i .e . a modified
power system) .

Power distribution . Another problem that requires
structural changes is that of distribution of power
transmission between parallel transmission lines.
This problem arises in situations where the trans-
mitted power increases, and one of the lines is not
capable of holding the resulting amount of current.
In that case, the problem is solved by rerouting part
of the current through transmission lines that still

Region_ Constraint rObservation Action
S2 (VALUE Is2 0) x No open circuit

(VALUE Vs, 0) x No short circuit
(= Is2 Is, ) _1/ Currents in cluster OK
(= Is2 Ip, )
(= Vs2 (+ Vs, Vp )) ~/ Voltages in cluster OK
(VALUE ~/ Acceptable phase angle
(ANGLE Is2 Vs,) (0 45))

Sl . . .
pl . . .
R2 . . .
C (VALUE Ic 0) x No open circuit

(VALUE Vc 0) x No short circuit
(VALUE (VALUE - (SCR C)
(ANGLE Ic VC) 90) (ANGLE Ic Vc) (45 90)) (connect RF

(nl C) (n2 C))
(< ZRF Zc)



have some capacity. That can be accomplished by
installing capacitors, tap changing or phase shifting
transformers in series with the transmission lines .

These problems are solved by designing structural
changes to the power system . The resulting power sys-
tem can be modeled as a linear circuit and analyzed
using QPA to verify that the design goal has been ac-
complished .
As an example, consider two parallel transmission

lines with equal inductive reactance, as shown in Fig-
ure 14 . The currents through both lines are equal

lb
L

Figure 14 : Power Distribution Problem

and we want to design a solution that ensures that
(< Ia Ib) . The dashed circle indicates where the cor-
rection element should be placed .
The simplest method to redistribute the current is

by insertion of a capacitor in the place indicated by
the dotted circle of figure 14 .
The resulting power system can be modeled by the

circuit shown in figure 15 .

Figure 15 : Rerouting current by inserting
a capacitor bank

Analyzing that circuit using QPA, we can verify that
indeed (< I" Ib), as stated in the problem (see fig-
ure 16).

Notice that reasoning about the circuits in terms of
phase angles is crucial to the solution of these prob-
lems . This kind of reasoning has been made possible
by extending the circuit ontology to include phase an-
gles and phasor elements . This capability is unique of
QPA. Previous work in the field would be unable to
solve these kinds of problems as they did not include
this element in the representation .

Figure 16 : Solution to the Power Distri-
bution Problem

Furthermore, we hope to apply QPA and PSAD to
electrical engineering education, training of power sys-
tems operators, etc. Simulation programs only yield
numerical results, giving the student no information
about why results appear in the solution of a prob-
lem, or how a given solution was found. It will be
very useful for a student to get a chain of causal effects
to questions like "What happens to V5 if there is a
short-circuit between nodes 3 and reference?", "What
happens to V3 when V5 increases?", or "Suppose trans-
former T1 changes to a higher tap, how does the flow
of power in line from buses 5 to 3 change?" . Such
questions appear throughout books on Power System
Analysis, see for example (Grainger & Stevenson 1994,
problem 3.13 on page 139; problem 7.16 on page 282;
problem 9.17 on page 379) .

Implementation and Evaluation
The system is being implemented in Allegro Com-
mon Lisp for Sun Workstations . The system consists
of three layers : Power System Analysis and Design
(PSAD), Qualitative Phasor Analysis (QPA), and Mul-
tiple Set Constraint Propagation (MSCP) .
The current interface designed for this project is a

textual symbolic description of the input and output,
plus a graphical rendition of a phasor diagram repre-
sentative of a set of behaviors . The input is the topo-
logical configuration of the circuit or power system,
which includes the definition of each element and their
interconnections . The input constraints are in the form
mentioned in the preceding subsection . The output of
the system is a set of constraints, representing the par-
tially constrained model of the circuit or power system .
In the case of diagnosis or control design, the new topo-
logical configuration of the circuit will be returned to
the user .
The system will be evaluated by comparing its re-

sults with examples found in textbooks and by analyt-
ical tools used in circuit analysis . In the case of anal-
ysis, for a given circuit, we can assign numerical val-
ues to its parameters and run a numerical simulation ;
from those values extract qualitative properties of the
circuit (constraints); feed the circuit and constraints
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to QPA and compare the resulting circuit model and
phasor diagram with the numerical results of the sim-
ulation . In the case of diagnosis, a circuit can be given
to QPA to be analyzed . We can insert arbitrary faults
into that circuit, simulate the faulty circuit numeri-
cally and extract its qualitative properties (expressed
as constraints) . Finally we compare the simulated fault
with the diagnosed fault .

Several systems have been built to reason about and
derive the behavior of electrical circuits . Most of
them focus on either digital circuits or DC analog cir-
cuits (see for example, DeKleer (de Kleer 1984), Ham-
scher (Ha.mscher 1991), Williams (Williams 1984)) .
(Sussman & Steele 1980) mention the possibility of
performing analysis of linear electrical circuits in si-
nusoidal steady state by the use of constraint . In their
paper Constraints, they perform all the analysis and
derive the set of constraints ; their program takes the
constraints and uses them to design (i .e. compute val-
ues of) the different parameters of the circuit . QPA,
on the other hand, derives the circuit model automat-
ically and uses knowledge of electric circuit theory to
perform analysis, elementary diagnosis, and design .
The solution of electrical circuits by differential

equations is adequate if we are analyzing its behavior
in transient state, but not for its solutions in steady
state . QSIM (Kuipers 1985) can simulate the behav-
ior of linear circuits, but since it is based on differen-
tial equations, its scope is limited to transient state
analysis . That formalism is not able to represent a si-
nusoidal source in terms of allowed set of constraints .
The response description normally given by QSIM is at
a microscopic level with respect to time, describing the
possibilities at each distinguished time point . It is a
well known fact that all variables in a circuit in steady
state will be steady sinusoidals ; there is no point in
trying to find out if a peak (defined by a landmark)
will be greater, equal or less than the next one. That
microscopic view prevents us from getting the big pic-
ture of what is happening in the circuit and only gives
place to ambiguity.

DeKleer's confluences (de Kleer & Brown 1984) al-
lows us to reason about change, but only in terms of
magnitudes of scalar quantities . Since the main tool
used to solve this steady state problem is phasors (e.g .
a particular kind of vector), we need a way to repre-
sent angular information and the interaction between
the magnitudes of different quantities and their phase
angles .
Trying to describe an electrical circuit in terms of

processes is awkward . Similar to Kuiper's approach,
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Related Work

the kind of description that QPT (Forbus 1984) yields
would be at the microscopic level . This kind of rep-
resentation would be probably talking about charges,
and how the process of moving charges (an electrical
current) would result from the application of an electric
field . We need something at a higher level of abstrac-
tion, where the stable oscillation of alternating currents
is a well known model and not the goal to be estab-
lished . Forbus' approach is not suitable to directly
solving the problem of analysis of electrical circuits in
sinusoidal steady state .
Among the few that have worked with power sys-

tems, Struss (Struss 1992a ; 1992b) has developed a
system for diagnosing faults in power transmission net-
works. He uses a relational approach to model power
system components and consistency-based diagnosis to
find faults in the system, based on the reading of "dis-
tance protection relays" . A component's behavior is
described in terms of local variables, captured in a
relation where each tuple defines a possible mode of
operation . In other words, the diagnosis is based on
what elements a breaker is protecting, what breakers
tripped, and what breakers did not in a given situa-
tion, the distance from breakers to faults, etc . In the
presence of a fault, the observed behavior will produce
inconsistencies with the expected behavior, and those
inconsistencies will suggest a set of candidate fault sets .
Each fault set is then compared against observations,
to verify constrain consistency. This representation is
not based on circuit theory (i .e . Kirchoff laws), and
does not accounts for the behavior of the system at
the level of electrical circuits . QPA is focused on the
understanding of behavior of electrical circuits, per-
forming diagnosis based on its components' behavior
and on phase angle information .
Another important characteristic of QPA is its abil-

ity to simplify a circuit based on order of magnitude re-
lations . If based on order of magnitude relations given
by the user, and appropriately propagated, QPA de-
termines that a current (voltage) is near zero, it can
discard that part of the circuit, replacing it by an open
(short) circuit . We call this feature structural exagger-
ation. A similar kind of transformation is presented
by Liu's ARC (Liu 1991) . Based on different operating
regions of components, parts of the circuit can be elim-
inated (mainly due to a component acting as an open
circuit) . The system is then recast, based on its new
topological configuration . As mentioned above, Struss
presents a diagnosis system that works with models
at different levels of abstractions . The simplifications
presented in that work deal with the internal model of
each device, refining it to yield more accurate results
when necessary. The overall structural description of



the system does not change with the use of different
models . Structural exaggeration, in contrast, simplifies
the overall structure of the circuit, based on existing
behavior constraints .

Conclusion

As pointed out in the preceding sections, we have
developed a representation that enables us to reason
about linear circuits in sinusoidal steady state . This
representation is a qualitative version of one of the
main tools used in electrical engineering, phasor analy-
sis . The main idea is to represent the circuit by a set of
constraints that limits the set of allowed behaviors of
the circuit . Based on this representation, we can per-
form qualitative analysis of electrical circuits, covering
both zeroth- and first-order reasoning .

There are two main fields of applications for this
work that we explore . Power system analysis and con-
trol design was introduced above . That section men-
tions two main problems that will be solved by using
QPA, power factor correction and power distribution
on transmission lines . Another potential application
is the use of QPA in education . QPA is an analyti-
cal tool that not only returns numerical results from
a simulation of a circuit, but is also able to reason
about the circuit in the same terms found in the ex-
planations given in text books . That constitutes an
important tool for the student of electrical circuits to
really understand what is happening inside the circuit,
what would happen if parts of the circuit change or if
the operating conditions change .
The main contribution of QPA is that, by extending

the circuit ontology to include phasors and by using a
constraint-based model of the circuit, we can solve a
wider range of problems in the field of qualitative rea-
soning about complex linear systems . In developing
the project, we will address problems such as : what
modifications need to be done to normal constraint
propagation procedures to deal with constraints of dif-
ferent kinds? ; How can the structure of a circuit be
simplified, based on order of magnitude information
derived from constraint propagation? ; Can we design
solutions for the problems of operation, diagnosis, and
control of power transmission systems, based on first
principles of phasor analysis?
To demonstrate the expressive power of QPA, we

have worked out some examples that show it has the
inferential power we need to successfully perform the
reasoning task we have in mind . This conclusion has
been supported with the implementation we have so far
and will be further explored throughout this project .
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